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Latest News

Edinburgh 2007
Click the play name to view the full review

Description
A Night On The Town
If you are a fan of sketch shows and
improv especially, which I am, I find it
hard to imagine you won't have a
great night.

Rating

The
FringeReview
Awards for
Edinburgh 2007 watch this
space!

Adolf
Pip Utton’s long running show, in
which he portrays the formidable
dictator comes back to the Edinburgh
Festival

Aeneas Faversham
Returns
Five Star Victorian Sketch comedy: a
masterclass

We'll be announcing the
nominations for the
FringeReview 2007
Edinburgh theatre awards
on August 20th with the
three lucky winners of our
coveted teapots and
certificates announced on
August 22nd

Bacchic
"If you want to see just the one
Bacchae this festival my advice would
be to make it this one"

Battle of Stalingrad
A powerful play that movingly evokes
the horrors and futility of war.

Join the great
FringeReview
Debate on The
Art and Science
of Reviewing!

Breaking the Seal
Cute, endearing and very funny.

Can of Worms
Fluent theatricality, clownish comedy
theatre

Dai (Enough)
A powerful, humorous and often
shocking exploration of the psyche of
Israel

A timely look into the
good and bad of
reviewing

Sponsored Links

Israel

Dead Living
"An original take on the hereafter."

Follow Me
Five star performances, five star
writing and directing in an electric
interpretation of the last hours of Ruth
Ellis

Game?
A first-class ensemble delivers a
stunnning show

Greedy
Fun, silly and totally hilarious, the
audience was in constant stitches.

Hangman
DO-Theatre on top form; surely one
of the must-see shows of this or any
festival

Hysteria
Surreal, powerful, wonderfully
executed theatre

In Search of Kantor
Intriguing Polish theatre

Incarnat
An uncomfortable and strangely
unsettling show

Joanna Neary's Little
Moments
No one does comedy quite like Jo.
She's different, and she's very good.

Lacrimosa
"A wonderful piece of theatre that will
leave you staggering sideways to
rejoin the world"

Man Across the Way
"Sobering, thought provoking stuff."

Painkillers
An intense exploration of the motives
of a killer

Private Peaceful
a thoughtful, poignant and, at times
joyful solo show

Psychic Detective
The genius of this piece is the
combination of live action and video
sequences

Re-ID
A deceptively simple piece meriting
deeper discussion with a wonderfully
edgy modern jazz accompaniment.

Skolka
A captivating if a little confusing show.
Worth a look if you like your theatre

Worth a look if you like your theatre
slightly physical.

Something Fishy
hilariious and dynamiic two-hander
with multiple parts

Sting For Nolte
A must-see gem of a witty comedy
that had the audiences in fits of
laughter

Tale of Two Cities
60 breakneck minutes in the company
of Charles Dickens

The Bitches Ball
Fascinating true story of Mary
Robinson

The Sound of Music
Drag Show
A good premise that falls short of its
full potential

The Spoils
a production that can legitimately
stand up against most of the
professional new plays that are
touring today.

Tony Blair The
Musical
The title says it all - a musical
exploration of Tony Blair’s political
career.

Whatever happened
to Lyn Roe?
this engaging drama is an incisive
and unsentimental take on the life of
Marilyn Monroe.
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